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Many musicclassactivitiesand exercisesthat engagechildrenin cooperativelearning

can be usedforteachingto theNationalStandards.

t conferences and workshops around the country
recently,few teachersreport
using cooperative-learning
techniques in their music
classes. Yet, a good deal of literature
has documented the value of cooperative learning.1 Cooperative learning
has been the foundation of my teaching for many years, and I have seen
miraculouswonderful-almost
benefits from using it, especiallywhen
it is used in conjunction with the
National Standardsfor Music Education.2
Music educators want students to
learn musical skills and concepts, but
they also should consider the importance of helping students acquirepositive attitudes and skills needed for collaboration, leadership, acceptance of
peers, reduction of prejudices, and
promotion of the personal value of
each student. These extramusical
social goals can be achieved while
increasing students' musical learning,
improving classroom management,
and promoting individual accountability by structuring classes in cooperative-learning groups. Cooperative
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learning is a well-developedsystem for
teaching students in small-group settings. It has three main goals: (a) the
enhancement of individual student
learning and retention through group
work, (b) the development of positive
attitudes toward subject matter and
towardlearning in general, and (c) the
development of interpersonal and
social problem-solving skills. Music
making requires many qualities that
are inherent in cooperative learning:
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relate to music making), and frequent
teacherobservationand intervention.
Cooperative learning promotes
learning by encouraging students to
work together. "Cooperation tends to
build up, to support, and to satisfy the
need to belong to a group. In an age
of interdependence, cooperation
becomes a necessityratherthan a mere
option," according to Jane Kita Cook
and Mildred Haipt.3 David W. Johnson and Roger T. Johnson acknowledge that students "imitate each
other's behavior and identify with
friends possessing admired competen17

cies. Through providing models, reinforcement, and direct learning, peers
shape a wide variety of social behaviors, attitudes, and perspectives."4
Cooperative learning encourages students to become involved with subject
matter at all levels of Bloom'scognitive
taxonomy.5 In the process of working
together, students are requiredto discuss, explain, interpret, demonstrate,
relate, generalize,compare, and justify
their understandings.
David Johnson and his colleagues
also believe that greaterunderstanding
resultsfrom group discussion:
Involved participation in
cooperative-learning groups
inevitably produces conflicts
amongthe ideas,opinions,conclusions,theories,and information of members.When managed skillfully,such controversies promoteincreasedmotivation to achieve,higherachievement and retention of the
learned material, and greater
depthof understanding.6
Additional resourceson cooperative
learning can be found in the
Resources for Using Cooperative
Learningsidebar.

Formation
Group

What practical matters need to be
considered to help music teachers
implement cooperativelearning?Phyllis Kaplan and SandraStauffer'sCooperative Learning in Music has some
excellent suggestions for setting it up
in music classrooms.7 The formation
of groups can be difficult, depending
on the makeup of the class, their experience with cooperative learning, and
the number of individuals who have
difficulties relating to others and/or
low interpersonal skills. Having four
or five students in a group is best.
Fewer creates a group too small to
consider divergent points of view, and
more can prevent group cohesion and
cause some students to retreatto wallflower status. Students of different
abilities should be equally distributed
in each group. Give each person in the
group a specific function: the captain
provides overall leadership and speaks
for the group, the assistant captain
substitutes for the captain when
18

absent, the encourager is the official
cheerleader for the group, the timekeeper keeps the group informed of
time remaining to finish a task, and
the paper handler distributesand collects the group's papers and pencils.
Inform students that the groups and
roles will be changed every six to seven
weeks, so that everyone will have the
opportunity to function in each role.

Cooperative
learningis
a well-developed
system
for teachingstudentsin
small-group
settings.

One approach to group formation
is to allow students to choose their
own groups. Require those who want
to be captains to find two others willing to be in their group. This eliminates the problematic waste of time
when would-be captains lack enough
membersto form a group. It also identifies and empowers the natural leaders, who can help the teacherkeep the
others directed toward meaningful
musical goals. After each embryonic
group of three is established,have the
captains choose the remaining unattached students one at a time until all
students belong to a group.
When allowing students to form
their own groups, it may be necessary
to intervene at several points in the
process. If past problems have shown
that some students should not sit next
to each other, list their names on the
board and announce that they must
belong to separate groups. If one or
more students remain unchosen at the
end of the selection process, assign
students to the groups as you think
best or use a chance system (drawing
straws, a lottery, or a coin flip). Take

this time to talk with students about
student selection for groups. This
must be done with care and compassion to help students learn to modify
their behavior without lowering their
self-esteem. Skillful teachers can take
this problem and turn it into a valuable learning experience in interpersonal skills.
Some teachers prefer to form
groups by chance. One way to accomplish this is to cut colored paper into
four small strips for each color and
have students drawstripsfrom a hat or
box. Another way is to group students
by the last four digits of their telephone numbers. Another random
method of group formation is to have
students count off to six (or however
many groups you want), with all the
number I's forming a group, number
2's forming another group, and so on.
Diversity within groups is the goal.
Group by criteria other than address,
I.Q., test scores, birthdays,or any factor that would tend to group students
with similar characteristics together.
Diversitywithin the groupsis the goal.
Once groups are formed, establish
some easy method to keep track of
group points, such as written marks,
marbles or popsicle sticks in jars or
cans, or even a music abacus,as shown
in the Music Abacus for Keeping
Trackof Points sidebar.Establishsome
structure that gives the team earning
the most points some kind of award:
(a) privileges,such as lining up first or
choosing instruments first next time,
(b) recognition, such as having their
group's name on a winners' bulletin
board, or (c) some tangible reward,
such as a stamp impression on their
hands. Give modest rewards.Douglas
Bartholomew and Peggy Bennett discuss the psychology of rewards at
length in their book, Songworks I:
Singing in the Education of Children.8
The intrinsic human desire to succeed-the same desire that makes
sports competitions so popular-can
be used to help students focus their
attention, remember what you teach,
use higher-level thinking skills, learn
that it pays to work effectively with
others, and sublimate their own
immediate wishes for the good of the
group, all while learning music skills
and concepts and having fun.
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Some teachers may wish to downplay competition between groups and
de-emphasize rewards. Cooperative
learning can still work without competition and rewards,but student attitudes may appear less enthusiastic. In
any case, the teachermust keep clearly
in mind that rewards are ancillarymere gravyon the "meatand potatoes"
of the internal motivators that students bring to classwithin themselves.
As soon as groups are formed, give
members tasks that will help gel them
into a team. Have the group come up
with a short group name and write it
on the board. Then play a music game
that requires each group to draw on
the resourcesof all of its members.

Standards
TheNational
Any of the nine National Standards
can be addressedthrough cooperative
learning in any class setting (general
music, band, orchestra, or chorus).
For Content Standard 1, "Singing,
alone and with others, a varied repertoire of music," introduce a new song
and then have the captains lead their
groups in practicing the song. Then
have each group demonstrate to the
class that they can sing it. Have the
remainderof the class hold up ten fingers if the group'ssinging is excellent,
one finger if the group at least tried
(even if most of the group may have
sung "adifferent melody"),or five fingers if the performanceis averageor if
only half the group learned the song.
"Guestimate" the average and award
the points. If students deliberatelygive
undeservedlow scores to other groups,
use this as a teachablemoment to discuss fairness and good musical judgment. To reinforce this concept,
inform the groups that they will
receive a bonus point for their evaluation if most of their group'smembers
are close to your expert opinion.
Learning related to Content Standard 2, "Performingon instruments,
alone and with others, a varied repertoire of music," can also take place
through cooperative learning. Using
Orff instruments (or band and orchestra instruments, guitars, or recorders),
everyone can practice a song pattern
or ostinato. Captains can watch as the
group members play and then choose
the best player to send to the front of
JANUARY
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the room. Ask all the representatives
to play together. Award five points to
every group whose member plays correctly. Then captains send their next
best player, and the process continues

until all students have had a chance to
represent their group. (This strategy
and the one for singing can also be
coupled with a discreet assessment in
the gradebook.)
19

For Content Standard 3, "Improvising melodies, variations,and accompaniments," teach the class to play a
rhythmic ritornello using unpitched
percussion instruments, homemade
instruments,or body percussion. Give
all of the groupsa few minutes to work
together to improvise a new pattern
that is either similar or contrasting to
the ritornello. Have each group perform the ritornelloand the new pattern
as a rondo. Give groups two points if
they can think of something positive to
say in their evaluationsof other groups'
improvisations and one point if they
can make a constructive suggestion
(note that it may be necessary to
deduct points for purely negative or
hurtfulcomments).
For Content Standard4, "Composing and arrangingmusic within specified guidelines," give all groups an
assignment to compose a sound piece
beginning and ending on C and lasting
sixteen beats (see the strategysuggested
in PatriciaShehan Campbelland Carol
Scott-Kassner'sbook, Music in Childhood).9 After allowingtime for the students to work on their pieces, have the
whole class listen to each group'swork.
Then discuss and decide the best order
for combining the differentpieces into
one largeclasswork. Give points if students can justify choices with good
musicalreasons.
To address Content Standard 5,
"Reading and notating music," have
students read music from a chart or
overhead transparency.Depending on
the number of pitches in the music,
assign a differentpitch (with a bell, a
pitch on a bar set, a pitched wind
instrument, etc.) to each person in a
group or pair of groups. Have students
read the notation and play the pitches
in bell-choirstyle while others sing the
names of the pitches. Build up the
arrangementwith simple harmonies (a
countermelody,chords, ostinatos, etc.)
in the same manner. Have each group
or group pair read, play, and sing the
music for the other groupsto evaluate.
For Content Standard6, "Listening
to, analyzing, and describing music,"
have studentslisten to a composition in
rondo form, such as Kodalys "Viennese
Musical Clock." Give each group a set
of postersprintedwith the melodies (in
standard notation or in icons) of the
JANUARY
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MusicAbacus
fo
Keeping Trackof Points
1. Draw a staff across the front board near the top, leaving room for group
names above the staff. Write the odd numbers one, three, five, seven,
and nine next to the staff lines. Write the even numbers two, four, six,
and eight in the spaces. See the illustrationbelow.
2. Cut out rounds of magnetic tape and stick them to real pennies, real
dimes, and reducedpicturesof one-dollar bills.
3. When a student does something that rates a point (answersa question,
performs music, etc.), move that student's group'spenny button up on
the board. When the penny is moved to the top of the staff (ten), put
the ten pennies in the bank at the bottom of the staff and move the dime
button up. Similarly,on the rare occasions that the dime moves to the
top, put the ten dimes in the bank and move the dollar up. This system
mirrors math place-values and the monetary system so that students
reinforcethese essentialskills as part of music instruction.
The advantagesof this system are that point earnings can be displayed
continuously, points don't have to be written out and tracked, the pace
of instruction can be maintained, students learn to count the lines and
spacesof the staff, and their math place-valueskills are reinforced.
Name 1

Name 2

Name 3

Name 4

Name 5

Name 6

9
8
7
6

5
4
3
2
1
introduction, the ritornello (one card
for every time the ritornello occurs),
and other themes. Challenge each
group to arrange the posters in the
orderthat the group membershear the
composition unfold. Play the music
severaltimes until the captainsindicate
that they have made final decisionsand
are readyto report.Collect each poster
set and displaythem in the chalk trays
around the room. Play the music
enough times to point to each posterset order. Award points to the groups
that describe the sequence of phrases
correctly.
Give each group a printed request
(see figure 1, Request Form for Bringing Music to Class) to bring a recording of their favoritesong to you before

the next class (to addressContent Standard 7, "Evaluatingmusic and musical
performance").On the request form,
specify guidelines that exclude recordings that might get you and the school
in trouble:recordingswith profanelanguage, glorificationof violence, advocacy of drugs, intolerance toward any
individualor group of people, and promotion of a specific religion.Also provide room on the requestform for students to write what it is in the music
that they like. Include prompts for
melody, harmony, rhythm, form,
expression, and lyrics. Listen to the
recordingsprior to class and awardten
points to every group that brings a
recording within the guidelines and
one bonus point for every musical rea21
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musicto class
Figure1. Requestformforbringing
Guidelines:
No recordingmaybe broughtto schoolcontainingprofanelanguage,glorificationof violence,advocacyof drugs,intolerancetowardanyindividualor groupof people, or promotionof a specificreligion.
Writethe nameof the recording:
Writebelowwhatit is in the musicthatappealsto you:
Melody
Harmony
Rhythm
Form
Expression
Lyrics
Other(specify)

son they write on the printed form for listen again while looking at two
liking the piece. During the next class, Impressionist paintings, one with a
play the acceptable selections for the calm, quiet, lonely tone such as Alfred
class several times. Have captains dis- Sisley's Snow at Louveciennes(1884)
cuss the selections with their groups and another with a busy, gregarious,
and write on paper interesting things noisy tone such as Renoir'sLuncheonof
they hearin the music (melody,harmo- the BoatingParty (1881).10 Encourage
ny, rhythm,form, expression,style, and students to considerwhat their eyes see
lyrics)and things they don't find inter- and their ears hear and then decide
which painting has qualities more like
esting. In a round-robin discussion,
each captaincan then shareone evalua- the music. Ask them what elements of
tion idea of the music, and the group the paintingconvey the same feelingsas
receivestwo points for every "interest- the music. Award a point to every
ing" finding and one point for every answerthat offersa thoughtfulcompar"not interesting"finding. Collect their ison of techniques across both arts.
comments on a chart that lists "inter- Then ask students to imagine that they
have been hired to design dance moveesting" and "not interesting" items.
Continue the activityuntil there are no ments that fit the movement and mood
more new findings. Go on to another of this music. Turn the lights very low
song and continue the procedure.After and have students work with their
several songs, have students prioritize groups experimentingwith movements
ideason the chartto come up with uni- that a dancer might perform.A strobe
versal principles of what makes music light and scarvesmay be useful. Groups
interestingor not. This technique can that invent suitable movements earn
also be used to introducenew music to one point for each idea.
To address Content Standard 9,
chorus,band, or orchestra.
For Content Standard 8, "Under- "Understanding music in relation to
standing relationshipsbetween music, history and culture,"play a recording
the other arts, and disciplines outside of "LiftEveryVoice and Sing."11Have
the arts,"play a recordingof Debussy's studentslisten for word clues that indicate the historical and cultural condi"Des pas sur la neige" several times.
Then discuss the mood he was trying tions that led to the writing of the
to create: quiet, still, soft, and lonely. lyrics. Have groups sit in circles and
Challenge students to think of specific whisper ideas to the captain, who
musical elements that Debussy used to writes them on paperwhile the recordcreatethe mood, that is, soft dynamics, ing playsagain.Ask the captainsif they
seeming lack of meter, random pitch need one more listening or if they are
patterns, lots of silent spaces between ready to answer and follow their vote.
sounds, and solo piano. Have students When most captainsindicatethey have
22

listened enough, have them put their
pencils away so that no more writing
can take place. In the full class setting,
have the captainspoint to the placeson
their paperswhere they wrote anything
about slavery.Give one point to every
group whose paper has "slavery"or
"slaves"on it. In a similar way, give
points for other historical or cultural
concepts written: tears, blood, rejoicing, liberty,rollingsea, darkpast, hope,
"let us marchon" (which can be tied in
to activities for Dr. Martin Luther
King, Jr., Day), and similar terms.
Many compositionsstudied in a choral
classcan be used in the same way. Band
and orchestra literature can also be
examined for musical quotations tied
to historical and cultural ideas. Bringing out these connections strengthens
and broadens students' understanding
of the music and can help to improve
their interpretation in performance,
add to their appreciation of different
musics, and increase their respect for
music as a powerfulmeans of communicatingideas.

Other
Advantages

Cooperative learning can result in
greaterstudent understanding,participation, and enjoymentin music classes.
It also gives teachers more opportunities to ask intriguing questions, stimulate student thinking, resolve conflicts,
and improvestudent interpersonalrelationships and nurturingbehaviors.12It
takes advantage of students' natural
tendency to play and work together
and puts excitement about learning
back into the classroom. Cooperative
learning requiresmore effort from the
teacher, but makes classrooms crackle
with excitement and the joy of music
and learning. If you missed out on
cooperative learning when it first
became popular in the 1980s, you
might want to revisitit now to reinvigorate your teaching and your students'
learning.
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